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Abstract
The study analyses the form and functions of two closely related non-arbitrary 
prosodic contours in Anal Naga (ISO 639-3:anm), a Trans-Himalayan (Tibeto-Burman) 
language of Northeast India. The two contours are (a) a Response-Seeking contour 
(RS), pronounced as a strongly accented rise-fall on the last syllable of the Intonation 
Unit and (b) Prosodic Intensification (PI), minimally pronounced as an identical deviant 
accent and maximally characterised by an abrupt shift into an extra-high pitch level 
(or a falsetto voice) and/or an extreme rhyme lengthening. RS has phatic, interaction-
managing functions and PI triggers content-managing interpretations. Both markers 
index (in the Peircean sense) the investment of the speaker’s extra-effort, thus drawing 
the interlocutors’ attention and triggering an interpretive (PI) or responsive (RS) 
action. The study analyses RS and PI as conventional/symbolic indexicals (akin to a 
prosodic pointing) where on the one hand the form is naturally related to the triggered 
meaning but on the other hand the form of the marker, its distribution and the set 
of its functions are language-specific conventions. The study presents a brief cross-
linguistic comparison of parallel indexical-iconic prosodic contours and demonstrates 
how despite their non-arbitrary nature, such markers have conventionalised forms, 
distribution and functions. The study adds to the growing evidence for the role of non-
arbitrariness in language and interaction.
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1 Arbitrariness and language boundaries
1.1 Introduction

Current research in a few not immediately related branches of linguistics expands the “boundaries 
of language” revising both form-related and function-oriented aspects of phenomena regarded 
as linguistic. Considering the form-related issues, the research in the last decades has challenged 
the strict application of arbitrariness for drawing the line between linguistic vs. para-linguistic 
phenomena. It argues instead that non-arbitrary signs constitute an inherent part of language 
(Perniss et al. 2010; Dingemanse et al. 2015; Ferrara & Hodge 2018). Widespread and well-
studied topics of this research are sound symbolism (cf. e.g. Alderete & Kochetov 2017 for a case 
study and an overview), ideophones (Dingemanse 2018) and various topics in sign language 
(e.g. Schembri et al. 2018; Goldin-Meadow & Brentari 2017 for review).

From the function-oriented point of view, different theoretical approaches expand the 
traditional domains of grammar and semantics, attributing a central role to such phenomena as 
argumentative meaning, attention-guidance, stance-expression and interaction-management. 
For instance, Verhagen (2008) argues for a primary function of intersubjective coordination in 
language, demonstrating how grammatical and lexical items have an inherent argumentative 
semantic component. Engagement – the grammatical expression of “the speaker’s assumption 
about the degree to which their attention or knowledge is shared by the addressee” (Evans et 
al. 2018: 110) – is also gaining ground as a central concept in grammar. These frameworks 
view influencing interlocutors’ beliefs, attitudes and attention states as having a central place 
in language structure. Conversation Analysis and Interactional Linguistics introduce the 
management of interaction and discourse into the core domain of language (Couper-Kuhlen 
& Selting 2018). Finally, depictive and expressive meaning received scholarly attention not 
as para-linguistic phenomena but as distinct modes of representation (Clark & Gerrig 1990; 
Nuckolls 1996).

Notably, it is often the case that devices marginalised due to their interactional or depictive 
function are also expressed by markers formerly disregarded due to their non-arbitrary nature. 
For instance, indexical phonetic means in English are used in stance-taking (Ogden 2012), 
depiction resorts to indexical and iconic devices (Clark 2016; Dingemanse & Akita 2017) and 
an appeal to an addressee often relies on prosodic indexing (Smith 2010; Noel Aziz Hanna & 
Sonnenhauser 2013).

1.2 Non-arbitrary forms and interactional functions in prosody research

The study of prosody and intonation appears to be particularly susceptible to the changing views 
on non-arbitrariness and interactional-expressive meaning (cf. Couper-Kuhlen 2001 for a succinct 
summary). The original position in the contemporary research situated intonation “around the 
edge of language” (Bolinger 1964) both due to its non-discrete nature and its attitude-oriented 
function. In this approach, prosodic features are considered to be beyond grammar and linked 
directly to emotion-signalling (Bolinger 1989). In Gumperz’ view (1992), most of prosodic signs 
are “contextualisation cues”, the import of which is determined inferentially and jointly with 
other cues. In these approaches, even such markers as accent placement and boundary tones 
in English are regarded as emotion-signalling and/or underspecified cues which do not form a 
part of the language grammar.

An opposite position treats intonation as a grammatical phenomenon decomposable into 
primitive arbitrary and discrete intonational phonemes (Beckman & Pierrehumbert 1986; Ladd 
2008). Although intonational marking at times appears to have an underlying iconic motivation, 
this is analysed as an outcome of the grammaticalization of biological and physiological 
factors, which do not synchronically affect the grammatical status of intonational phonology 
(Gussenhoven 2004; Ladd 2008). Non-arbitrary properties of intonation are regarded as para-
linguistic (Chen et al. 2004). 

The contextualization-oriented perspective is maintained in Interactional Linguistics, which 
combines it with functional approaches to intonation. This research identifies systematic 
correspondences between prosodic marking and interaction management. Some of the 
identified markers function as classic contextualising devices, providing interpretation-guiding 
cues which, jointly with other cues, help speakers achieve their communicative goals. Clearly 
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non-arbitrary devices are often shown to have regular context-dependent contributions (cf. e.g. 
Hoey 2014 for sighing). However, other prosodic means have a highly specific form–function 
correspondence, although non-arbitrary properties remain indispensable for their function. 
For instance, Sicoli (2010) shows how voice quality in languages of Mesoamerica underwent 
“processes of formalization” (p. 546), becoming an iconic marking of speech registers and social 
roles. As such, this feature constitutes a conventional category of form–function oppositions. It 
indeed shares many characteristics with contextualisation cues due to the non-arbitrary nature 
and affectual content (Levinson 2003). However, these properties notwithstanding, from the 
structural point of view, it is a paradigmatic set of a specific form–meaning pairing with a 
conventionalised ancillary meaning contribution, and thus can be regarded as a grammatical 
category (Boye and Harder 2012). It is consequently better comparable to grammatical devices 
such as interactional particles typical of East Asian languages (Morita 2015), rather than to 
clusters of underspecified contextualisation cues.

This paper presents two closely related cases of non-arbitrary prosodic marking in Anal Naga, a 
Trans-Himalayan (Tibeto-Burman) language of Northeast India. The two markers similarly resist 
an easy classification on the scale of their linguistic nature and grammatical status. The non-
arbitrary suprasegmental form of both markers is indispensable for their interaction-managing 
and interpretation-guiding functions. However, they also exhibit properties of grammatical 
constituents: their form-function relation is consistent and conventional, and they have distinct 
distribution and position rules.

The first marker is a strong accent on the last syllable of the Intonation Unit (IU), dubbed 
here a Response-Seeking contour (RS). It is a deviant rising-falling pitch on a lengthened vowel, 
characterised by high intensity and precise articulation otherwise atypical for a grammatical 
constituent in the final position. Functionally, it is partly parallel to the final rise in many 
better-described European languages. This is often analysed as a grammatical marking of 
question (e.g. Truckenbrodt 2012 for English), although typically has broader phatic functions 
(Smith 2010 for French; Couper-Kuhlen 2012).

The second device is Prosodic Intensification (PI) whose cross-linguistics parallels are at times 
dubbed “Intensifying Emphasis” (Niebuhr 2010; Ogden 2012). In this case, one lexical item 
is characterised by highly distinct prosodic properties such as rhyme lengthening and/or 
a notable pitch level. The non-arbitrary nature of PI often results in its analysis as a para-
linguistic product of the effort code (Gussenhoven 2004). PI is also mentioned for various 
Trans-Himalayan languages. For example, this kind of “para-linguistic emphasis” is found in 
Lahu (Matisoff 1994: 117), Wǎdū Pǔmǐ (Daudey 2014: 123) and Yongning Na (Michaud 2017: 
375–377). This study analyses a parallel prosodic contour in Anal Naga. In its basic form, it 
has the properties of RS, namely a deviant strong accent. However, these are often exaggerated 
producing an abrupt deviation into a very high pitch or falsetto voice and/or an extreme 
elongation of the rhyme. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background on the language and the data 
for the study. Section 3 is dedicated to RS: its form, function and distribution, as well as some 
cross-linguistically relevant phenomena. Section 4 follows the same structure to address PI. 
Section 5 summarises the findings, concluding with a discussion regarding the place and role of 
this kind of non-arbitrary prosodic signs in language.

2 Language background and data
Anal Naga language is spoken by around 20,000 speakers in Chandel District of the state of 
Manipur in north-eastern India. It is a Trans-Himalayan (Tibeto-Burman) language of the North-
Western group (formerly dubbed Old Kuki) of the South-Central branch. Despite the outdated 
linguistic terminology, the Anal Naga people do not affiliate ethno-politically with Kuki-Chin 
groups but are one of the Naga communities of Manipur.

There are short and long vowels in the language that distinguish two tones: high and 
falling-low. Lexical stems and some grammatical morphemes carry an inherent tone. Other 
grammatical morphemes are assigned a tone by rules that involve a combination of tonal 
polarity and spreading (Ozerov 2018). Utterance final particles have no inherent tone and 
exhibit the final prosodic contour. The maximal syllable structure in the language consists 
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of an onset consonant, a vowel and an optional final nasal or liquid consonant. Verbs are 
morphologically complex and in addition to the root exhibit hierarchical system of person 
indexation as well as multiple modifying suffixes, directional prefixes, stem-alternation, a large 
inventory of TAM-markers and other grammatical affixes. The alignment of nominal arguments 
is pragmatic ergative; the syntax is verb final. The prosodic system of the language requires 
further research. A preliminary study of 200 examples of Intonation Unit (IU) final contours 
revealed an utterance terminating falling contour and a continuing-level contour, as well as the 
infrequent level elongated hesitation. IU-final syllables where these contours occur are typically 
characterised by reduced intensity and imprecise articulation.

The contours analysed in this study are set apart by their distinct properties both from the lexical 
tones and the prosodic contours of Anal Naga. These are a rising-falling contour (marked â in 
the transcription) or a contour of an extra-high pitch value (marked a)̋. The Response-Seeking 
marking (RS) occurs on the final syllable of the IU. RS is deviant relative to both tonal and 
prosodic contours in the languages due to its abrupt rising-falling shape as well as accent-like 
characteristics and precise articulation, atypical for IU-final syllables. Prosodic Intensification 
(PI) occurs within an IU on items that do not otherwise exhibit any salient properties. In the 
case of PI, they receive a deviant strong accent, and the pitch shifts above the otherwise highest 
pitch level of the IU, exhibiting an abrupt rise-fall within a single syllable. The pronunciation of 
the PI can also shift into a falsetto voice. Both RS and PI override the lexical or grammatically 
assigned tone of the syllable. 

Hence, PI and RS are distinct both from the tonal inventory of Anal Naga and from the prosodic 
system. They are characterised by a rising-falling contour, alien otherwise to the tone system 
of the language (which lacks rising and contour tones) and distinct from the otherwise falling 
and level IU-final prosody. Both RS and PI exhibit an array of naturally salient properties: clear 
articulation, deviant accent, extra-lengthening and effort-requiring pitch deviation into levels 
that exceed the pitch of the surrounding material, often above the regular speaker’s register. 
These characteristics suggest their non-arbitrary nature and hence would potentially result in 
their classification as “para-linguistic” markers.

The examined examples of the two contours were manually collected from the recordings. They 
were coded for the length of the vowel and the rhyme, maximum pitch, semantics of the host 
morpheme, position in the IU and the interpretive effect produced by the marker. The study 
was complemented by a preliminary exploration of IU-final prosody based on 200 examples, 
which corroborated the distinct status of RS. Overall, examples of both RS and PI demonstrate 
core groups characterised by deviant properties of pitch, length and articulation (illustrated 
for PI in Figure 18 in Section 4.7), as well as consistent morphological distribution for PI. The 
relationship between these two non-arbitrary markers and the main prosodic system of the 
language, as well as the status of the small number of transient examples, are left for future 
research.

The recordings included in the data represent a few different genres: natural conversation of 
multiple participants in their usual everyday settings (2 recordings, 23 minutes, 9 female and 3 
male speakers in total), one interview-style conversation (12 minutes, 2 female speakers) and 
storytelling (5 recordings, 43 minutes, 3 female and 2 male speakers). The narratives and the 
interview were recorded by community members in settings staged for the recording, where the 
speakers sat close to a pair of shotgun Røde NTG2 microphones paired with a video-camera. 
In these settings some of the speakers could naturally interact with the data collector over the 
course of the recording. Natural conversations were recorded with a Zoom Q8 camera and 
an SSH-6 microphone, which were positioned on the porch of participants’ homes. The data 
were further transcribed and translated by a team of community members and complemented 
by elicitation during 9 months of fieldwork with the community. The data collection was 
approved and supervised by the community authorities and all data processing was carried 
out by community members. All participants provided their consent for the recordings and 
the subsequent usage of the data for research, and were reimbursed for their participation in 
accordance with community customs.

There are 96 examples of the RS-contour in the data. Since the function of this contour is 
primarily interactional, some aspects of its usage in real interaction are left for further research 
for two reasons: (a) many of the recordings used for this study are story-telling and the 
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examples are found in constructed dialogues, and (b) an important interactional effect of the 
marker is a backchannelling response m̩ː ‘yes’, the systematic detection of which requires more 
sophisticated audio-equipment than used for this collection (an individual clip-on microphone 
for each participant). There are 173 examples of PI in the examined 78 minutes of recordings. 
Out of these, 161 were used for the phonetic analysis, as the rest occurred in overlapping 
speech, had background noises, or presented other measurement challenges. The examples are 
accompanied by the indication of the gender of the speaker, the data source, a figure with a 
spectrogram and a pitch track. Sound files are available as supplementary files. The program 
used for the prosodic analysis is Praat 6.0.28 (Boersma & Weenink 2017). The figures were 
generated with a Praat script by Elvira-García (2017).

3 Response-Seeking IU-final contour (RS)
The Response-Seeking contour (RS) discussed in this section occurs at the end of Intonation 
Units (IU). It is an abrupt upshift in pitch on the last syllable of the IU followed by a fall, and 
is often accompanied by the lengthening of the syllable. It is additionally characterised by clear 
articulation and high intensity, atypical otherwise for grammatical utterance-final constituents. 
Most frequently, it takes place on a dedicated utterance-final interactional particle, which have no 
inherent tone. However, it can occur also on lexical or grammatical morphemes that occupy the 
IU-final position. In the latter case, it overrides the tone of the constituent. Functionally, it has the 
primary characteristics of a phatic device: “serving the purpose of establishing and maintaining 
contact” and “soliciting the hearer’s cooperation in the production of discourse” (Smith 2010: 
292–293, original emphasis). However, this view of phaticity is to be broadened from a discourse-
framed to action-oriented perspective, as the hearer’s cooperation in this case encompasses 
various kinds of responsive actions, discourse production being only one of them. The following 
sub-sections describe the specific characteristics and the central functions of this contour listed 
in Table 1 (due to the paucity of examples, the function ‘end of narrative’ is not discussed below). 
All these interpretations can be analysed as arising from the primitive function of RS, which is 
analysed here as a direct appeal to the interlocutor requesting a cooperative response.

3.1 Back-channelling request

RS commonly occurs with a range of utterance-final particles that call for the interlocutor 
to confirm that the speaker has achieved their discourse goal and can proceed further with 
the talk. It is used to verify that the listener is attending to the speaker, to verify that the 
interlocutor agrees with the speaker’s statement or evaluation, to ensure that the interlocutor 
has understood the discourse contribution of the content and/or that they have drawn the 
necessary inferences. This usage constitutes the largest group of RS with 50 (52%) examples. 
Most frequently it is found on IU-final discourse-managing particles. It typically triggers an 
acknowledgement in the form of a back-channelling response m̩ː ‘yes’. This can be seen in (1) 

Distribution Function N (%)

•	 particles	ne, no

•	 any	final	constituent

request	of	comprehension	approval

negotiated	turn-taking

50 (52%)

•	 particles	ve, vo

•	 any	final	constituent

proposal/offer/request	for	action:	
proposal-making	assertion,	hortative,	
proposal-making	imperative,

request	of	stance-alignment

11 (11%)

•	 dubitative-question	marker	mo

•	 any	final	constituent

information	request,	involved/puzzled	
question,	rhetorical	question

19 (20%)

•	 vocative	marker	=o

•	 any	final	constituent

address 14 (15%)

•	 any	final	constituent end	of	narrative 2 (2%)

Total: 96 (100%)

Table 1 Distribution	and	
functions	of	RS.
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which conveys the complicating action of the narrated story, as two brothers leave their sister 
alone and depart on a long journey. Addressing this utterance to the listener with the RS-
contour on the final particle =ne, the storyteller seeks to verify that the listener comprehends 
its crucial contribution to the overall plot.

(1) va-ʈá-hiń=tũ a.kàm-mòl-jé-nʉ́ tɕə́ː -tɕá-je=nêːː
3-brother-pl=erg lock-entirely-3pl-nf go-perf-3pl= acknw
‘Her brothers locked [her at home] and left, eh?’ (f) (anm_20160220_Thum_PO_1 
4’56’’) (Figure 1) (audio: Example 1)

Figure 1 shows the typical properties of the RS-contour. The pitch movement of =ne is 
clearly salient against the low preceding pitch: it abruptly climbs to 315 Hz from 160 Hz. In 
addition, the intensity of =ne is higher and it is more clearly articulated than the preceding 
verb. Following a brief pause (150 ms), the listener of the story provides the expected back-
channelling response m̩ː, also shown in Figure 1.

Importantly, RS can also occur on the last morpheme of the IU without a final particle overriding 
the tone of this morpheme. In (2) it occurs on the NP-final absolutive marker -to, inviting the 
listener to identify a newly introduced referent and acknowledge its acceptability. Notice how, 
instead of the expected high tone on this marker, the pitch abruptly climbs from 150 Hz to 
over 200 Hz and the speaker briefly pauses awaiting the interlocutor’s acknowledgement. She 
reinitiates the narration only after obtaining the response m̩ː (Figure 2).

(2) Narrator (f): va-pàːn-tʰùŋ-hiń=tũː lapanʉ́ akʰéː-tôː …150…
3-village-inside-pl=bkgr old.woman one-abs

Listener (m): m̩ː
Narrator: bù akʰõ-reréː-nʉ́ i-ám-jáː-pá

cloth weave-ideo.dim-seq nmlz-be-just-cop
‘- In their village, an old woman (eh?)’
‘- Mhm.’
‘- there was one who lived there and used to weave clothes.’ (anm_20160220_Thum_
PO_1 4’49’’) (Figure 2) (audio: Example 2)

Figure 1 Example (1), 
RS-contour	on	=ne; 
back-channelling	response.

Figure 2 Example	(2),	RS	
on -to abs	calling	for	
referent	identification;	
back-channelling.
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These occurrences emphasise that RS does not merely piggyback on the function of the 
interactional particles. Instead, it has its own function, which combines with the function of the 
IU-final particles. The RS-contour in (2) can be minimally compared with the same similarly 
IU-final absolutive marker -to in (3). As can be seen in (3), the final contour exhibits a steady 
fall. The speaker pauses in this case as well, yet unlike (2) where the speaker waited for the 
back-channelling response, here it is a result of replanning (as is evidenced by the reinitiated 
syntactic structure of the following clause, in which the initial constituent has no role). There 
is no response from the interlocutor during this pause.

(3) va.də.̀náː.te sá-pá-tã̀ː -tò | ..215.. tɕak̯ʰə-̀to a.miń-nʉ́
so.to.say animal-aug-trap-abs deer-abs be.trapped-nfut
‘So to say, the animal trap, a deer was caught.’ (f) (anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 12’20’’) 
(Figure 3) (audio: Example 3)

A common interactional function of RS that similarly employs =ne and triggers an acknowledging, 
preferably back-channelled response is a negotiation of turn-taking. The contour is used in 
self-selection by a “dispreferred” participant, who attempts to grab the turn or has been non-
dominant in the preceding discourse. In this case, a speaker who does not actively participate 
in the conversation employs RS on the first constituent to obtain the others’ attention and 
approval for proceeding with the talk.

3.2 Proposal/request for action

Hortative and proposal-making utterances are similarly characterised by RS on the final 
discourse particle (11 examples, 11.5%). This usage appeals to the interlocutor, inviting them 
to consider performing the requested action. Importantly, RS is not found with plain orders, 
which do not appeal for consideration and negotiation and end with a fall. As such, it can be 
compared to the “friendly rise” commonly found in proposal-making imperatives in various 
European languages (Truckenbrodt 2012: 2063). A recurrent usage of RS in this function can be 
seen in (4): the narrated dialogue enacts a proposal (a hortative Let’s go, OK?) and the counter-
alternatives proposed by the interlocutor. The three verbs used to appeal for actions are marked 
by RS (Figure 4 illustrates only the latter two).

(4) vá-tɕəká=vêːː va-də́ː -náː=te
go-hort=hort 3-say-loc=cntr
‘He1 said: “Let’s go (to check the bird traps in the forest), OK?”
…
ani ̀ sá=so vá-péː-ká-niŋ́=vêːː vá-tʰe.tʰe=ôːː də-̀nʉ́
sun hot=irr.sub go-just\fut-aff-1sg=hort go-ahead.rdp=addr say-nfut
‘He2 said: “When the sun rises, I will go, OK? Go ahead, OK?”.’ (f) (anm_20160221_
Shar_PO_1 38’’–49’’) (Figure 4) (audio: Example 4)

Figure 3 Example	(3),	no	RS	
on -to abs before	a	pause,	no	
back-channelling.
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3.3 Questions

RS-contour occurs nearly obligatorily with polar questions. It is also attested occasionally on 
the last syllable of content (“wh”) questions, as (5) demonstrates.

(5) dáː vájəĺ ka-ʈóː=rʰaŋ vâːː
what issue 1-do=purp cop
‘What case is there for me to settle?’ (f) (anm_20160221_Shar_PO_1:2’02’’) (Figure 5) 
(audio: Example 5)

The usage of RS with content questions is facultative, as can be seen in (6) where it is absent, and 
the same constituent (the copula vá) exhibits a steady fall, regular short vowel and imprecise 
articulation.

(6) va-mʰi ̃̀ː=te dáː vá
3-name=cntr what cop
‘What is its name?’ (m) (anm_20160220_Thum_PO_1 12’36’’) (Figure 6) (audio: 
Example 6)

Figure 4 Example	(4),	RS	on	
action-proposals.

Figure 5 Example	(5),	RS	with	
a	question.

Figure 6 Example	(6),	no	RS	in	
question.

https://doi.org/10.5334/gjgl.967
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With content questions the falling contour is used when the communicative channel is already 
established, and the question is a plain request of information. The RS-contour is found when 
the speaker appeals to the interlocutor with the question simultaneously establishing the 
communicative channel or when the speaker is surprised, puzzled or has an utmost interest in 
the questioned information.

3.4 Vocative

RS is inherently found on vocatives (14 examples, 15%): it either occurs on the vocative 
particle =óː or is found directly on the last syllable of the noun. This can be seen in (7) and (8) 
accordingly; both examples are produced by the same speaker within the same narrative and 
are shown jointly in Figure 7.

(7) pʉ̂ːː ‘Grandfatherǃ’ (m) (anm_20151202_PO_Anthung_2_Folkstory 4’14’’) 

(8) pʉ́=ôːː ‘Grandfatherǃ’ (m) (anm_20151202_PO_Anthung_2_Folkstory 4’07’’) (Figure 7) 
(audio: Example 7–8)

3.5 Discussion: form and function of the Response-Seeking contour

Occurring at the end of the IU and in Transition Relevance Places, RS constitutes an interaction-
managing marker. It fits the definitions of classic phatic devices as a marker that solicits 
establishing the contact with the interlocutor and their cooperation in the production of 
discourse (Smith 2010). In fact, the requested response is not limited to a coordinated discourse 
production, but is aimed at achieving cooperation with respect to the action-oriented purpose 
of the speaker’s utterance. These actions can be classified into four types: (i) an appeal for the 
interlocutors’ approval of their comprehension and acceptance of information, (ii) a proposal 
and negotiation of actions, (iii) information requests and (iv) contact-establishing calls and 
centring attention at the speaker in turn-taking. Some of these actions belong indeed to the 
management of verbal interaction while others are aimed at coordinating physical activity 
(such as going jointly to the forest). It can thus be concluded that RS is an appeal for the 
addressee’s responsive action (Stivers & Rossano 2010) with respect to the goal pursued by the 
utterance.

As for the form, the pitch of RS is characterised by an abrupt shift away from the unfolding 
and expected falling or level intonation trajectory at the end of an IU. It is characterised by an 
otherwise unusual rising-falling contour. Its articulation and intensity are also atypical for IU-
final syllables. Moreover, the sudden rise reaches a peak which often exceeds the highest pitch 
level within the IU. The contour, the pitch height and the articulation are highly dissimilar 
from the rest of the IU and are unusual for the final position. As such, the contour is intrinsically 
non-integrated in its prosodic environment and consequently is salient – in the sense of its 
inherent distinctness relative to the surrounding items. Moreover, the non-integration of the 
RS pitch contour is a direct product of an additional speaker’s effort investment. Notably, 
research has directly linked non-integration to the effect of attention-drawing (Dingemanse & 
Akita 2017: 505), and as a result to the vocative function (Noel Aziz Hanna & Sonnenhauser 
2013). 

Figure 7 Examples (7) and (8), 
RS	as	vocative.
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Thus, the form of RS is a naturally salient attention-drawing device. It inherently involves a 
deviant effort expenditure on the side of the speaker, which is counter-expected in the utterance 
final position. Hence, the contour itself is a natural sign for the fact that the speaker invests an 
additional production effort, and therefore constitutes an index thereof in the Peircean sense. 
The deviance of the contour inherently draws the interlocutors’ attention at the speaker and at 
the utterance, making the interlocutor establish the contact with the speaker, and/or evaluate 
the contribution in the search of the motivations for the expenditure of the additional effort. As 
such, the form of RS is directly responsible for its function as an appeal for a responsive action 
with respect to the utterance. RS is a non-arbitrary, indexical marker with a direct, natural 
relation between its form and its function. 

And yet, this naturally oriented explanation overgeneralises the actual form–function relation 
in the case of RS and misses its language-specific details. On the side of the form, any deviant 
form such as a prosodic break or a rising tone would constitute an intonational deviation 
and consequently could be expected to achieve the same result. In fact, these devices are 
indeed found cross-linguistically to mark vocatives (Noel Aziz Hanna & Sonnenhauser 2013 
for prosodic breaks), phatic appeals (Smith 2010 for rising intonation in French and German) 
and requests for a responsive action (e.g. Ozerov 2019 for final rises in Israeli Hebrew). 
Parallel functions are also reported for the rising tone in Naxi, a very distantly related Trans-
Himalayan language: since the language has otherwise only level tones, a rising contour is 
an intrinsically deviant marker used for a range of interactional functions (Michaud 2006). 
Hence, despite its inherent distinctness, Anal Naga RS is in fact a highly conventionalised 
language-specific form.

The corresponding function of RS is similarly conventional and language specific. The analysis 
of the natural outcome produced by RS as “addressee-engaging” or “response-seeking” would 
be an over-generalisation of the precise set of the functions that this marker has. For instance, 
RS occurs with non-trivial content questions in Anal Naga, such as contact-establishing or 
surprised ones. This is unlike the phatic final rise in other languages, such as Israeli Hebrew, 
where it is commonly found in prototypical content questions (Ozerov 2019). Similarly, RS is 
not regularly found with imperatives, although these inherently appeal for a responsive action. 

The role of RS in Anal Naga and the distribution of its usage are not as broad as an underspecified 
ad hoc product of natural indexing could predict. Instead, it is a consistent language specific 
function (“an appeal for a responsive action”) with specific distribution rules: it is pertinent to 
a few identifiable constructions with a distinct conventionalised opposition for each of them. It 
can be concluded that on the one hand, the set of the functions of RS in Anal Naga is naturally 
related to its form, and this form is synchronically indispensable for its attention-drawing and 
response-mobilising function. It is a non-arbitrary, indexical sign. On the other hand, RS is a 
conventionalised language-specific marker with a defined form, a closed set of functions and a 
specific distribution.

Consequently, RS is a non-arbitrary “symbolic indexical” (Enfield 2009), which has grammatical 
components, necessarily enriched by indexical context-bound interpretation. It can be regarded 
as a vocal gesture (Okrent 2002), as its conventional, pointing form naturally triggers a closed 
set of attention-drawing effects, while the precise contribution in each case is subject to a 
contextual resolution.

4 Prosodic Intensification (PI)
4.1 Introduction

The second deviant contour addressed in this study is Prosodic Intensification (PI). The forms 
of PI and RS share many properties and exhibit a parallel relationship between their non-
arbitrariness and their function. While a broader generalisation of the two markers is not 
impossible (see Section 5), they are kept apart in this study for both formal and functional 
reasons. From the point of view of the form, the minimal shape of PI is identical to that of RS 
but occurs IU-internally. It is a strongly accented and clearly articulated syllable that abruptly 
deviates from the expected pitch pattern rising slightly above the pitch range of the IU and 
falling to the baseline. The minimal form of PI is found in (9), which additionally terminates 
with RS, thus allowing the comparison of the two contours.
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(9) atúŋ-káːl=te amá-lulu mi.́râː i-tʰùŋ=so a.tʰùŋ-mi ̂ː
now-time=cntr 3-like nobody nmlz-dress=add dress-3neg
‘Nowadays, nobody dresses like him, eh?’ (f) (anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 6’31’’) (Figure 8) 
(audio: Example 9)

As Figure 8 demonstrates, mirâː ‘nobody’ is characterised by a minimal shift above the pitch level 
of the IU and a rising-falling contour. This minimal form of PI is recurrently found with the 
adnominal clitic ráː which forms a part of the words ‘nothing’ and ‘nobody’ (see Section 4.2). 
The IU in (9) terminates with a similar contour (adjusted to the lower pitch of the subsequent 
material), which is an instance of the stance-alignment requesting RS.

The minimal form of PI can be augmented by a pitch excursion to extraordinarily high levels or 
a falsetto voice, as well as by an extreme elongation of the rhyme, illustrated in (10). 

(10) pəhàŋ-hàŋ-ʈə̋ː ː-má=nôːː
open-rdp.imp-excess-neg=agr.seek
‘Don’t open the door at all, OK?’ (f) (anm_20160220_Thum_PO_1 4’44’’) (Figure 9) 
(audio: Example 10)

The pitch abruptly shifts from below 200 Hz to over 650 Hz, becoming a high squeak. The 
length of the rhyme is nearly 600 ms, three times the length of a regular long vowel in the 
language.

From the point of view of their contribution, RS and PI act on two different functional levels. 
RS occurs at the end of an IU. As an edge marker, it is an interaction-managing device. PI has 
a content-managing role narrowly affecting the item on which it occurs. It aligns with a single 
syllable inside the IU and – due to the predominantly monosyllabic morphology of the language, 
targets a single lexeme. This salience triggers a set of semantic-pragmatic interpretations relative 
to the meaning of the affected item. This semantic-pragmatic contribution is typically not 
accompanied by any interactional effects, such as response or stance-alignment. Importantly, 

Figure 8 Example (9), minimal 
PI on mirâː	‘nobody’	vs.	RS	on	
the	final	syllable.

Figure 9 Example (10), PI with 
augmentative	meaning	‘at	all’.
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with a limited set of exceptions (mainly quantifiers), PI occurs on specific sets of grammatical 
morphemes and in one morphosyntactic construction. The following sections describe the 
semantic classes with which PI occurs and the interpretation that it triggers with each class, 
listed in Table 2. The overall function of PI is analysed in Section 4.7. Finally, Section 4.8 outlines 
a few cross-linguistic parallels, demonstrating that indexing-iconic prosody is a common but 
conventionalised language-specific phenomenon.

4.2 Scale reading

The first function of PI to be addressed here is the scale-related reading, found with a large 
group of grammatical morphemes, as well as a few lexical items and one morphosyntactic 
construction. This is the most heterogeneous and largest group in the data with 115 examples 
(67%). It includes morphemes with scale-related meaning, indicating either an augmentative, 
edge reading, or precision. The augmentative markers share the semantics of an extremity on 
a scale, usually related to quantity, degree, or duration. These are bound adnominal clitics 
or one of the multiple verb-modifying suffixes. The group is heterogeneous and includes 
mostly grammatical morphemes having such meaning as augmentation, distribution, duration, 
excessiveness, permanence, intensity, entirety, completeness, absence, paucity etc. Both 
expressions of the upper (every, many, very, really, always, fully) and lower (nobody, nothing, 
never, at all, barely) extremities are attested with PI. For precision, these are expressions of the 
likes of exactly, precisely.

The usage of PI with augmentative expressions is optional as (11) and (12) show: the two 
examples contrast the distributive suffix sʉ̀ produced in the same narrative by the same speaker, 
while describing the same incident. In (11) the suffix exhibits PI as the pitch shifts above 500 
Hz (compared to 260 Hz of the neighbouring morphemes), and the vowel is more than twice 
longer relative to a regular short vowel. In (12) the same suffix is pronounced as a regular low 
short syllable.

(11) mi ̃́ː=te kà-ː-má-sʉ̋ːː-nʉ́
person\erg=cntr 1-inv-leave-distr-n.fut
‘The people left me all behind.’ (f) (anm_20151123_Solhring_PO_Mithun 1’41’’) 
(Figure 10) (audio: Example 11)

Semantic 
class

Semantics of items Produced effects 
(from minimal pitch to extra-high)

N (%)

edge degree 
or precision 
(number,	time	
etc.)

augmentative,	
distributive,	duration,	
habitual,	excessive	verbal	
and	nominal	suffixes,

lexical	quantifiers	and	
intensifiers

•	 	counter-expected	quantity,	duration	or	
degree;	contrast,	novelty

•	 	speaker’s	stance,	emotional	involvement,	
textual	importance

115/67%

depictive	
communication

ideophones •	 vivid	depiction

•	 	speaker’s	stance,	emotional	involvement,	
textual	importance

16/9%

distal 
demonstrative

distal	demonstrative •	 gesture-directed	attention	shift

•	 urgency	of	attention-shift

•	 speaker’s	stance,	emotional	involvement

9/5%

interjections interjections •	 attention	shift	and	salient	quality

•	 speaker’s	stance,	emotional	involvement

23/13%

other wh-questions

emotive	suffixes

other

•	 high	interest/rhetoric	question

•	 emotional	involvement

10 (6%)

Total: 173 (100%)

Table 2 PI interpretations 
according	to	semantic	classes.
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(12) i-pál-i-pál-hiń-to=te jáːm-sʉ̀-tɕà-je
nmlz-strong-nmlz-strong-abs=cntr scatter-distr-perf-3pl
‘The strong people have all run away.’ (f)
(anm_20151123_Solhring_PO_Mithun 1’11’’) (Figure 11) (audio: Example 12)

Using PI with augmentatives, the speaker indicates that the edge property of the reported 
state of affairs violates the regular expectations according to which extremities and totality are 
unusual. It invites the interlocutor to notice the deviance of the situation. Depending on the 
gradual values of pitch height and duration (addressed below), this effect can trigger additional 
inferences regarding the speaker’s motivation to single out the described situation/event as 
remarkable. For instance, the high-pitched and longer PI trigger context-specific argumentative 
effects such as warning in (10) and empathy-evoking reading in (11).

In addition to adnominal clitics and verbal modifiers, PI occurs in the augmentative 
morphosyntactic construction [kʰaŋ-Verbal stem Finite Verb]. It is the verbal stem after kʰaŋ 
where PI takes place, as (13) illustrates.

(13) pəsʉ́̃ː=te va-bʉ́-hiń-to kʰaŋ-dʉ̋ːː va-dʉ̀-máŋ turende
rat\erg=cntr 3-rice-pl-abs aug-gnaw 3-gnaw-prog however
‘Rats are destroying their rice a lot, but…’ (f) (anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 2’59’’) 
(Figure 12) (audio: Example 13)

Scale reading of PI is the only group of examples where the contour is also attested with lexical items. 
These are mostly quantifiers or intensifiers indicating either abundance such as hujara, ajáːm, orʰaŋ 
(‘plenty, many, a lot’), or paucity: tɕariri ‘very few’, hanreːl ‘barely’, as well as numerals. Notably, PI 
pronunciation tends to conventionalise with the most frequent of these lexemes. In particular, it is 
regularly found with táŋná ‘very, really’ (10 tokens with PI vs. 1 without), dáːráː ‘nothing’ (5 vs. 1, cf. 
also ‘nobody’ in (9)) and is very typical of the formulaic expression arã́ː ː.tũ ‘once upon a time’ where 
the vowel length is iconic of the antiquity of the story (‘a ve-e-ery long time ago’).

Figure 10 Example (11), PI on 
distributive	-sʉ̀.

Figure 11 Example (12), no PI 
on	distributive	-sʉ̀.
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An additional scale-oriented meaning found with PI is that of precision and a related but not 
scale-based meaning of identity and sameness. In a way parallel to the augmentative reading 
above, the usage of PI in this context indicates that while general resemblance and approximate 
values are the norm, precision and identical sameness are exceptional and the indication of their 
exceptionality calls for non-trivial contextual effects. In (14) PI is found with the adnumeral 
marker tɕá ‘exactly’. The precision in this case evokes the coincidence of the reported event 
with the completion of the 10-year cycle of shifting cultivation, which has a prominent role in 
the community.

(14) kùm sòːm-tɕa-̋he tʉ̀-nà-ká
year ten-exact-1prox accomplish-fut-aff
‘It will be exactly 10 years (since they cultivated that plot).’ (f) (anm_20160924_Th_
gr_1 1’28’’) (Figure 13) (audio: Example 14)

Related to the notion of precision is the particle ráː, often reduplicated to ráráː. It is used for 
the effect comparable to that of “emphatic identification” (König & Gast 2006), singling out the 
relevant referent, often against other expectations. As such, it is used in the contexts typically 
conceived of as narrow focus, such as contrast or reference to the least expected candidate, as 
in (15).

(15) ama.tũ ni ́ ka-lèːn=rára̋ ata.tṹː
so 1 1-upon=ident.rdp like.that
i-vàŋ-tʰúː-lèːla-vá-niŋ́
nmlz-go-become-ideo.openly-cop-1
‘So [even?] I myself became like that.’ (f) (anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 08’19’’) (Figure 14) 
(audio: Example 15)

Figure 12 Example (13), PI on 
a	verb	in	a	kʰaŋ-construction.

Figure 13 Example (14), PI on 
a	adnumeral	precision	marker	
tɕá.
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In summary, PI is used with scale-related reading of edge or precision, as well as with the related 
meaning of identity and sameness, indicating that this state of affairs violates the regular norms 
and expectations. The indication of this fact has non-trivial contextually relevant consequences. 
As is further discussed in Section 4.7, the precise effect depends on the pitch and length values 
of PI. This is the only group of meaning where in addition to bound grammatical markers, PI 
occurs also on a limited set of lexical items and in a morphosyntactic construction.

4.3 Depictive communication

Depiction is regarded in the literature as a distinct way of representation and in particular 
as different from the arbitrary mode of description (Clark & Gerrig 1990). In the depicting 
mode, the meaning is conveyed by a “representation of an image” and as a result, unlike 
discrete arbitrary signs of the descriptive mode, the forms are gradual and indexical/iconic, 
as the listener is requested to understand through imagining. Although mimetic or iconic 
representation constitutes the most immediate example of depiction, cross-linguistic findings 
often require more sophisticated models of non-arbitrary meaning construal (Emmorey 
2014). 

There are three salient classes of morphemes in Anal Naga that can be regarded as having 
depictive properties: intersubjective verbal modifiers, ideophonic verbal modifiers and free 
standing ideophones (cf. Peterson 2013 for a detailed description of a parallel system in a 
related language). From this group, ideophonic verbal modifiers are the most frequent to occur 
with PI. These are reduplicated morphemes with vowel alternation that convey fine, mimicking 
aspects of the event/activity, such as rʰeŋrʰoŋ ‘in an arrogant manner’, jiːljul ‘in a sly and cunning 
way’ and many others. PI on ideophonic verbal modifiers illustrated in (16) account for 9% (16 
tokens) of PI in the data.

(16) náŋ=te i-tɕə́ː -jűːːmjum vá-ti-́nʉ̀
2=cntr nmlz-go-ideo.restlessly cop-2-n.fut
‘You used to go all around restlessly.’ (f)(anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 2’ 18’’) (Figure 15) 
(audio: Example 16)

Figure 14 Example (15), 
identificational	suffix	ráː 
(reduplicated).
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Although PI is often mentioned cross-linguistically in the context of ideophones (e.g. Dingemanse 
& Akita 2017), the vast majority of ideophones in the examined corpus are not characterised 
by PI (cf. leːla ‘without being shy, but in a socially acceptable way’ with no PI in the lower part 
of Figure 14).

With depicting morphemes PI triggers the interpretation of “imaginative apprehension” 
(Nuckolls 1996: 96): it requests the listener to engage in a direct imagination of the event 
depicted by the ideophone, resulting in the effect of involved narration. In a few cases 
in the data, depicting morphemes with PI are accompanied by a neatly aligned mimetic 
gesture (Dingemanse & Akita 2017). This active request for an imaginative involvement 
is to be contrasted with the mere addition of depicting characteristics of an event by a 
prosodically unremarkable ideophonic modifier, as seen in the lower part of Figure 14 
above.

4.4 Distal locative ‘yonder’

A special case of PI is the distal locative le ‘over there, away in the distance, yonder’. In this case 
both the PI and an accompanying gesture in the pointed direction are nearly conventionalised 
components of the multi-modal marker. Both PI and the gesture direct the interlocutor to shift 
their attention to a new referent or area outside of the currently shared speech perimeter. 
There are 9 tokens of this demonstrative in the examined corpus, all of which are characterised 
by PI (5% of PI) and a pointing gesture. An examination of 30 examples in a broader corpus 
of spontaneous speech reveals 7 examples (23%) that have no accompanying gesture, and 10 
examples (33%) that are accented but exhibit no PI. Remarkably, the pointing gesture often 
accompanies le even if the direction is fictional, invisible or irrelevant as in (17) taken from 
the climax of a story. The speaker of (17) initially faces the listener (Figure 16 left) who sits 
next to the camera. On the onset of le ̋ she shifts the gaze to the imaginary location of the 
narrated event to the right and above of her and extends her hand in a pointing gesture in that 
direction (right). She re-establishes the eye contact with the listener ca. 1,300 ms later, but 
keeps the hand pointed in the imaginary location until the end of the sentence (bottom). The 
pitch excursion in this case is extreme.

(17) va-tɕálnʉ́-hiń-to(pic.1) le(̋pic.2) ràːl-kʰéː va-hè-sʉ́ː-náː=te(pic.3)
3-sister-pl-abs dist opposite.side-one 3-horz-look-when=cntr
‘And as they saw their sister over there on the opposite hill…’
(Context: The protagonist is running away from a tiger. Her brothers are looking for 
her.) (f) (anm_20160220_Thum_PO_1 10’28’’) (Figure 16) (audio: Example 17)

4.5 Interjections

Similarly to the demonstrative le, interjections index an external referent, shifting the 
interlocutors’ attention to it. They also convey a salient property of this referent and/or the 
speaker’s attitude towards it (Kockelman 2010: Ch. 6). Thus, they are almost inherently marked 
by PI (23 with vs. 2 without PI in the data) due both to their attention-shifting nature (similarly 
to le)̋ and to the request of evaluating a salient feature, as with quantifiers. The two most 
common interjections in Anal Naga are aro and as. The former, seen in (18), can be preliminarily 
characterised as indexing an extensive degree/number.

Figure 15 Example (16), PI 
with	an	ideophonic	verbal	
suffix.
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(18) atùŋ=te arőːː dáːtuŋ nuŋé-tɕá-dóː-vá-niŋ̂ǃ
now=cntr intj how nice-pol-away-cop-1
‘But now, ohhh how nicely I live, eh?’ (f)(anm_20160924_Th_gr_1 08’00’’) (Context: 
the speaker contrasts her hardships in the past with the current life). (Figure 17) 
(audio: Example 18)

4.6 Other functions

There are three more classes of morphemes attested with PI, yet the insufficient number of 
examples (10 in total, 6%) in the data requires leaving their analysis for further research. 

i. PI occurs on content (“wh-”) question words. In this case it either indicates an extreme 
interest of the speaker in information or produces a rhetorical exclamatory reading. 

ii. PI is found with the stance-expressing verbal modifier tɕənáː ‘to the speaker’s pity’.

iii. PI is found with the agentive suffix  -pá, with yet unclear effects.

Figure 16 Example (17), 
pointing	gesture	and	PI	
accompanying le	‘over	there’.

Figure 17 Example (18), PI 
with	interjection.
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4.7 Discussion: form and function

Although the function of PI can impressionistically be described as emotive or emphatic, a closer 
look reveals systematically distinct interpretations based on the class of the morpheme where 
it occurs. The mere usage of PI in its minimal form with scale-related items invites the listener 
to infer the deviance of the reported situation from the expected norm. With ideophonic verbal 
modifiers it triggers an imaginative interpretation of the feature expressed by the item. With 
distant locative it seeks an attention shift towards a referent outside of the current settings of 
interaction, while with interjections the referring effect is combined with a request to evaluate 
a salient feature associated with the indexed referent.

These functions can be generalised along the lines proposed for RS above: the violation of the 
expected prosodic trajectory neatly aligned with a single constituent, the ensuing prosodic 
non-integration of this constituent and the extra-effort involved in its production naturally 
draw attention towards this item. This array of factors signals the requirement to invest a 
corresponding effort in its interpretation: shifting attention in a new direction, evaluating a 
salient and abnormal property, or actively engaging in imagining the reported event. Facing the 
prosodic form, into the production of which the speaker has evidently invested additional effort, 
the interlocutor is guided to trace the motivation for this deviance in the semantics of the item. 
Hence, the non-arbitrary, indexical nature of the form is crucial for its function. An additional 
compelling outcome of this analysis is the direct relationship between non-arbitrariness and the 
alignment of the interlocutors’ attention states: PI constitutes an “engagement” marker (Evans 
et al. 2018) by its very nature.

This analysis considers the PI in its minimal form. This marking is non-arbitrary, but it is 
discrete, and the form has a systematic functional correspondence. An additional account is 
required for the gradual nature of the pitch and the length of the rhyme. Figure 18 shows the 
pitch (X-axis) and the rhyme length (Y-axis) of PI separately for four female speakers.

It is possible to identify some general trends shared at least partially between the speakers. 
However, the overall patterns are largely idiosyncratic. All figures show that, certain tendencies 
notwithstanding, the length and the pitch height are separately functioning factors.

The gradual pitch height added to the minimal PI produces interpretive effects in addition to 
the basic function of PI. These can superficially be described as “intensifying”, yet again a closer 
look at minimal sets of comparable examples reveals more specific interpretations associated 
with the gradual pitch. The examination of the highest outliers in the narratives with regards 
to the pitch value reveals they are not related to the semantics of the described situation, but 
to the properties of the context associated with the speaker’s effort investment. Ultra-high pitch 
or falsetto voice are found in culminative moments, reflecting speakers’ involvement (Nuckolls 
1996: 80). These contexts are characterised by extensive depiction, gesticulation and direct 
speech.

Figure 18 Pitch	(Y,	Hz)	and	
length	(X,	ms)	of	PI	for	4	
female	speakers.
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As for the rhyme length, Figure 18 shows numerous examples where PI-syllables have a similar 
pitch height but vary in the length of the rhyme. The examination of the extremities and of their 
semantic properties reveals correspondences between the upper outliers and an iconic function: 
by lengthening the rhyme of the syllable, the speaker superimposes an iconic visualization, a 
depiction of a salient quality on top of its lexical description. A notable class of examples are 
the augmentative suffixes expressing a duration of an event. As opposed to the average 340 ms 
(σ = 175) for the examined 161 examples, the average rhyme length value for the 17 examples 
of augmentative modifiers expressing event-duration is 425 ms (σ = 115).

To summarise, the form of PI encompasses three aspects of form, which produce corresponding 
interpretive effects:

a. The basic form of PI is a discrete salient rise-fall with accent-like properties. The marking 
of an item by this abrupt pitch upshift and the resulting attention-shift in this regard 
produce a range of interpretive effects, subject to the semantics of the constituent.

b. The pitch height is a gradual marking that indexes the degree of the speaker’s effort 
investment, triggering additional interpretive effects, such as the speaker’s involvement in 
the message, dramatization or the immediacy of the attention-shift.

c. The rhyme length is a gradual iconic sign producing a visualisation of a salient property.

However, similarly to RS, it would be an over-generalisation to regard the function of the basic 
PI contour merely as a contextually interpreted effort-indexing. This broad view would fail to 
explain the specific and consistent interpretations that it obtains with each group of markers. 
Moreover, it would fail to predict its distribution, limited to a set of primarily grammatical 
markers. Along with the proposed analysis for RS, PI can be regarded as a symbolic vocal 
gesture, which combines indexical aspects in (a) and (b) with iconic depiction in (c). This 
becomes particularly evident as we consider a few cross-linguistic parallels of indexical 
intensification and iconic lengthening.

4.8 Cross-linguistic parallels: non-arbitrary prosody as language-specific 
signs

High pitch and lengthening (both usually regarded as “para-linguistic”) are cross-linguistically 
well-known devices that produce an effect roughly dubbed “intensification”. Remarkably, 
typologically and genetically diverse languages developed means of prosodic detachment 
achieved by the speaker’s effort investment across comparable contexts. The typological 
parallels of the marking and its interpretations reflect the commonalities of interactional and 
pragmatic motivations for the usage of indexing and iconic signs, as well as the universalities of 
the physiological aspects of their production and of the human experience associated with them 
(Stross 2013). Nonetheless, the details of the form in each case, its distribution and frequency, 
and a close analysis of the meaning reveal that, similarities notwithstanding, the apparently 
common phenomenon of prosodic intensification constitutes a collection of conventionalised 
language-specific phenomena. In each case, the actual phonetic properties of the marker 
are not an ad hoc phonetic exaggeration but a conventionalised language-specific marking. 
And, although their meaning can typically be described as “emphatic”, “highlighting” or 
“intensifying”, the precise interpretive effects hidden behind these cover terms are different for 
each language. Finally, the distribution rules in each case similarly differ. In fact, even closely 
related languages such as English and Dutch demonstrate formal and functional differences 
and distinct conventionalised interpretations of non-arbitrary intonation patterns (Chen et al. 
2004). Consequently, the salient cross-linguistic similarities suggest general tendencies for the 
usage of non-arbitrarily salient prosody, while the dissimilarities demonstrate the different 
conventionalisation paths for each language-specific device.

For example, Ogden (2012) analysed the phenomenon of Intensifying Emphasis (IE) in English, 
where a special prosodic marking highlights aspects of meaning in such examples as HːOːːRrible 
(‘really horrible’), TRːAːːFfic (‘a very terrible traffic’), PhːAːːrty (‘a very good party’). Upon 
superficial examination, it shows parallels with PI in Anal Naga, yet the differences between the 
two language-specific devices are in fact substantial. The form of IE in English is characterised 
by a very long closure or a long VOT for plosive onset consonants. This modification of the 
onset consonant is not attested with PI in Anal Naga (although aspirated consonants are found 
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in both languages). The central role of an extreme pitch excursion of PI is not found in English. 
As for the meaning, the distribution of English IE superficially appears to resemble the Anal 
Naga counterpart: “IE modifies the meaning of the words it occurs on in a more extreme 
direction: (1) numbers, quantifiers and extreme case formulations; (2) in the context of an 
upgraded assessment; (3) the intensification of nouns” (Ogden 2012: 55). There are obvious 
parallels between this description and many Anal Naga examples above: the occurrence with an 
edge of scale, numerals, quantifiers, intensifiers and the counter-expectational effect. However, 
in English the prosody takes place on any lexical item, while in Anal Naga such a usage is 
impossible, as the marker is restricted to grammatical constituents and quantifiers. In English, 
IE invites the listener to infer some locally derived contextual aspects of the meaning, as well 
as the speaker’s stance in this regard. In Anal Naga, the contextual effects of the basic PI 
form are regular with specific classes of items. Such functions as attention-shift with distal 
locatives appear to be absent from English, but nearly conventionalised in Anal Naga. The 
nearly conventionalised PI pronunciation attested for ‘nothing’, ‘nobody’ and other lexemes in 
Anal Naga is also not common in English.

Moreover, English IE and Anal PI differ in the interactional aspects of their functions. Ogden 
finds that in English, IE is used to actively seek an explicit stance-alignment, so that the 
speakers elaborate on the issue, presenting evidence for their claims and reasoning for their 
position until they achieve this goal. As a result, stance-neutral acknowledgements such as 
mhm constitute unusual responses in English; instead “[t]ypical – normal – responses include 
wow, clicks, or mild expletives” (Ogden 2012: 57). This differs radically from the case in Anal 
Naga: PI is usually produced with no listener’s response at all. The PI in Anal Naga represents 
a more routinised interpretation-guiding and attention-drawing device, and is not a means for 
stance-expression.

In Australian languages an extreme lengthening of a lexical constituent is used to convey 
long duration or a magnitude of distance or size (see Simard 2013 for Jaminjung and the 
references therein). Again, the set of the affected meanings and their precise effects overlap 
only partially with PI in Anal Naga, while the distribution and location rules are entirely 
different. In Ambel, an Austronesian language of West Papua, an extremely elongated vowel 
with a high falling pitch marks climax in narratives, while an elongated vowel eːː with a similar 
pitch contour is a marker of excessive quantity or distance (Arnold 2018: 619–621). Further 
comparison to additional descriptions of language-specific non-arbitrary prosodic markers and 
the “intensifying” interpretive effects they trigger (e.g. Yakpo 2018: 55–57; Perez & Zipp 2019) 
presents a similar picture.

Despite evident parallels of the functions of indexing-iconic prosody, the form and the specific 
functions in each language are conventionalised and exhibit only partial similarities. There 
is a typologically striking tendency for a recurrent set of meanings to be marked by prosodic 
devices with a non-arbitrary component crucial for their functionality. However, to view them 
as locally derived effects of para-linguistic communication would largely overgeneralise the 
functions, position rules and distribution for each language-specific marker. Each form can 
be regarded as a language-specific grammatical marker, as it contributes conventionalised 
ancillary meaning (Boye & Harder 2012).

5 Conclusion
This study analysed two related non-arbitrary prosodic contours in Anal Naga. One contour 
(RS) is an edge-device, occurring in Transition-Relevance Places. It has a minimally deviant 
prosodic contour and serves as an interaction-managing, phatic marker that appeals to the 
interlocutor, requesting their cooperative response. The second contour (PI) is a content-
managing device that occurs on a specific set of content morphemes, which can be classified 
into a few identifiable types. The meaningful contribution of this contour depends on the type 
of the morpheme, varying between a deviance in the state of affairs (with quantifiers and 
augmentatives), vivid depiction (with ideophones), attention-shift towards a new referent (with 
a distal demonstrative le)̋ and a reference-shift combined with an indexing of a salient feature 
(with interjections). It is unacceptable with lexical morphemes and with items that do not 
belong to one of the types above. This basic form of PI can be augmented by a deviant pitch 
height, indexing additional effort-investment conveying involvement, urgency or high drama, 
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and by an extreme lengthening of the rhyme, which is iconic of a salient feature. Thus, the basic 
non-arbitrary features of the conventionalised sign are additionally exploited for indexical and 
iconic augmentation with a more context-dependent and less conventionalised contribution. 
Hence, the marking has a defined non-arbitrary form and a systematic contribution, while its 
augmentation is non-discrete and context dependent.

Both RS and PI closely correspond to the concept of effort code: speakers produce an unusual, 
physiologically demanding contour in order to signal either a special informational significance 
of their message or their affected attitude towards it (Gussenhoven 2004: 85–89; Chen et al. 
2004). As a non-arbitrary marking, it would traditionally be classified as a para-linguistic 
phenomenon. Indeed, non-arbitrariness is an indispensable property of the contours and 
crucial for their synchronic function. Nonetheless, the paralinguistic view of the markers as 
a device used with the broad goal of drawing attention whenever it is required would miss 
their conventionalised, language-specific form, distribution rules and their defined sets of 
functions. Conveying a conventional ancillary meaning, these forms can be analysed as part of 
the language grammar.

Rather than approaching their status from the binary linguistic vs. paralinguistic perspective, 
they can be described as highly conventionalised non-arbitrary signs in the multimodal process 
of communication (Okrent 2002; Enfield 2009). The basic form shared by RS and PI is a symbolic 
indexical, which similarly to a conventional pointing gesture relies both on its conventional 
properties and contextual resolution. The augmented form of PI is an additional conventional 
iconic-indexical device. As such, these are conventionalised markers that nonetheless achieve 
their function due to a natural form–function relation, parallel to other attested phenomena 
in sign- and spoken languages (Cormier et al. 2013; Floyd 2016). The availability of robust 
parallels of these phenomena additionally demonstrates the cross-linguistic existence of signs 
that derive their synchronic function from their non-arbitrary form (Dingemanse et al. 2015).

An additional interesting outcome of this study is the broad array of effects achieved by 
the immediate manipulation of the interlocutors’ attention. Deviant prosody is a natural 
engagement-marker (in the sense of Evans et al. 2018), that produces an alignment of 
the interlocutors’ attention-state. There is a close relationship between the alignment of 
attention-states on the one hand (PI) and an appeal to the interlocutor on the other (RS). The 
rudimentary means of indexical prosody, which appeal to the addressee by naturally drawing 
their attention, unify apparently disparate areas of linguistic inquiry. Engaging the addressee 
is central to interaction-management, as it is used for establishing the communicative channel 
and negotiating turn-taking  (Section 3.1). Mobilising response (Stivers & Rossano 2010), 
either by requesting information or in directive acts (offers, suggestions) is produced by the 
same means of a naturally attention-drawing appeal. The same basic principle of natural 
attention-drawing is used also for the task typically regarded as representing a very different 
linguistic phenomenon: indicating a counter-expected status of information, such as an edge-
degree or identification. These properties are typically associated with focality. Focus is indeed 
traditionally linked to attention-drawing (Erteschik-Shir 2007: 38) and therefore a close 
relationship between appeals and counter-expected information is possible. Yet, these links 
are not frequent in the literature (cf. Matić 2015 for the grammaticalisation of tag-questions 
into focus-like markers). Finally, the same basic form is employed for discourse-structuring 
purposes, negotiating the discourse status of information, such as indicating culminations and 
producing depicting effects. 

Hence, study of non-arbitrary signs reveals how a natural manipulation of interlocutors’ 
attention constitutes a clue factor in diverse linguistic phenomena. It links the study of 
interaction-management, information-structuring, and discourse-organisation, and thus has 
broad cross-discipline implications for the research of human communication.

Abbreviations
acknw = acknowledgement-seeking, aff = affirmative, bckgr = backgrounding particle, 
cntr = contrastive, dist = distal demonstrative, distr = distributive, horz = horizontally, 
ident = identification marker, ideo = ideophone, inv = inverse, nf = non-final, nfut = 
non-future, pol = politeness marker, 1prox = 1-person proximate (close to speaker), rdp = 
reduplication, seq = sequentialiser.
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